Abstract-In opportunistic networks, the use of social metrics (e.g., degree, closeness and betweenness centrality) of human mobility network, has recently been shown to be an effective solution to improve the performance of opportunistic forwarding algorithms. Most of the current social-based forwarding schemes exploit some globally defined node centrality, resulting in a bias towards the most popular nodes. However, these nodes may not be appropriate relay candidates for some target nodes, because they may have low importance relative to these subsets of target nodes. In this paper, to improve the opportunistic forwarding efficiency, we exploit the relative importance (called partial centrality) of a node with respect to a group of nodes. We design a new opportunistic forwarding scheme, opportunistic forwarding with partial centrality (OFPC), and theoretically quantify the influence of the partial centrality on the data forwarding performance using graph spectrum. By applying our scheme on three real opportunistic networking scenarios, our extensive evaluations show that our scheme achieves significantly better mean delivery delay and cost compared to the state-of-the-art works, while achieving delivery ratios sufficiently close to those by Epidemic under different TTL requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The paradigm of opportunistic forwarding has been proposed to serve emerging wireless networking applications, where nodes experience intermittent connectivity [1] [2] . In such scenarios, to transmit messages to a distant destination under a given delay bound, node mobility is exploited to let nodes broker information exchange between disjoined parts of the network [3] . Therefore, the main challenge for opportunistic forwarding is to make an effective forwarding decision, such that the chosen relays have the best cumulative probability to the destination within the delay bound.
In most of the early works, due to the unstable end-to-end path and lack of global knowledge of the network topology, data forwarding decisions are generally made by adopting various heuristics, such as inferring the likelihood of forwarding the message (e.g., [4] [5] [6] ), employing the contact locations (e.g., [7] ), or focusing on the contact frequencies [8] . Obviously, these solutions guarantee packet delivery based on the prediction of physical contact metrics 1 of nodes. We argue that such solutions are not cost effective for opportunistic scenarios, since these simple metrics only reflect one facet of the underlying mobility process. On the other hand, with the recent popularization of personal hand-held mobile devices, human walks heavily affect the network performance [9] [10], e.g., devices may lose connection when people move around (in the rest of this paper, without loss of generality, we use the terms "people" and "node" interchangeably). We believe that the social contact metrics achieved by the complex network analysis [11] capture the inherent characteristics of the network structure, and are less volatile than the physical contact metrics. Motivated by the above observation, in this paper, we focus on integrating social metrics into the opportunistic forwarding algorithms. This design turns out to be critical while challenging, especially in an intermittently connected environment.
Recently, there are a few attempts to explicitly make use of the social metrics to formulate the opportunistic forwarding decision. Among them, SimBet [12] , Bubble [13] and PeopleRank [14] are the three most recent works. Although the detailed forwarding schemes may differ, all of them are motivated by the following two important observations from society: 1) people with closer relationship tend to reside in communities and 2) people within a community may have different popularity. As such, the increasingly "popular" or "central" nodes are more probably chosen as carriers to relay messages between disconnected communities [14] [15] , until a node belonging to the same community with the destination is reached [12] [13] . Intuitively, information about community structure and node popularity enables them to outperform well-known opportunistic forwarding algorithms that are not explicitly "social based".
Nevertheless, we notice that all of the three protocols prefer to use global measures of node centrality (e.g., exploiting ego networks in [12] , betweenness centrality in [13] and PageRank [16] algorithm in [14] ), in that each node is ranked with respect to all other nodes in the network. We argue that those popular nodes possibly with high global node centrality may not be the appropriate relay candidates, due to the fact that such nodes may have low importance relative to a specific subset of nodes, where the destination belongs. Interestingly, those nodes with low global node centrality but exhibiting high relative importance to the community partners of destination bear most weight on routing performance. In other words, this relative importance provides fine-grained relations among nodes. Thus, it helps to make informed forwarding decisions (e.g., a node is just the desired relay, if it exhibits a highly relative importance to the destination's community partners).
To this end, we first employ the partial centrality metric to measure the relative importance of a node with respect to such nodes within a community. We then develop an opportunistic forwarding scheme by jointly considering the partial centrality metric and the community structure, to improve the opportunistic forwarding efficiency. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We evaluate the performance of opportunistic routing based on the partial centrality metric. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate this social metric into opportunistic routing.
• We propose an online method to compute node's partial centrality in a distributed fashion, which makes our work more applicable. We also detect the overlapped community structure by effectively distinguishing the bridging nodes from other nodes, and exploit the community structure to label the community partners of destination.
• We formulate the strength of relationship between nodes as a Decayed Sum Problem [18] , and use a Decayed Aggregation Graph (DAG) to model the dynamic of network topology.
• We implement OFPC and compare it to several state-ofthe-art works through three real opportunistic networking scenarios. Our extensive evaluation results show that, overall, the OFPC outperforms other solutions, especially in terms of mean delivery delay and cost. For example, it achieves up to a 70% improvement in mean delivery delay over Prophet [4] and 40% over Bubble [13] , and has a reduction of cost by up to 2 and 3 factors compared to Bubble and Prophet respectively in one network example. We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. Section II overviews the problem and network model. Section III describes the forwarding scheme. In Section IV, we make a performance evaluation. After briefly reviewing the related work in Section V, we draw our conclusions in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Centrality and Partial Centrality Metrics
Node centrality reflects the importance of a node relative to all other nodes in the network (i.e., how popular a person is within a social network), while node partial centrality measures the relative importance of a node with respect to such nodes within a group. Freeman [19] proposed three most widely used methods to estimate centrality, called degree, closeness and betweenness measures. We here take the degree measure as an example to illustrate the difference between centrality metric and partial centrality metric. Degree centrality is measured as the number of one-hop neighbors of a given node u, which reflects the direct relationship between the node u and its neighbors. In general, a node can directly contact with more other nodes, if it has a higher degree centrality. Node u's degree centrality is counted as:
where n is the number of nodes in the network and δ uv = 1 if node v is one of neighbors of node u, otherwise, δ uv = 0. Similar to Eq. (1), a node's partial centrality is
where C k is the number of nodes in community C k and δ uv = 1 if and only if 1) node v belongs to community C k and 2) node v is one of neighbors of node u.
The main difference between the centrality metric and that of the partial centrality is illustrated in Fig.1 , where node u needs to make a forwarding decision when it encounters node v. Node u will not forward the messages destined to community C 2 to node v according to the traditional centrality-based forwarding schemes [12] [13] [14] , this is mainly because that the centrality of node u is bigger than or equal to that of node v in the two situations, respectively. Whereas, if the forwarding schemes were guided by the partial centrality metric, node v would be a better relay since its partial centrality is bigger than that of node u.
B. Network Model
In this paper, we model an opportunistic network as a Decayed Aggregation Graph (DAG) G = (V, E), where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges. Let W (t) = (w uv (t)) n×n denote its adjacency matrix and N uv (t)={(on i , of f i ), i=1,2,...,N } denote the contact series between nodes u and v at moment t, where the tuple (on i , of f i ) denotes the start moment and end moment of the ith contact respectively, and N is the number of contacts. We formulate the computing strength of relationship between nodes (i.e., the value of w uv (t)) as a Decayed Sum Problem.
Definition 1 (Decayed Sum): Given the contact series N uv (t), the goal is to estimate the decayed sum at any current time T
where f (i) = of f i − on i denotes the ith contact duration and g(T − of f i ) denotes the decayed function. In this paper, we set g(T − of f i ) = e (−β×(T −of f i)) , since the inter-contact time between nodes generally follows an exponential decay [20] . Hence, the Eq. (3) can be reformulated as
We next analyze the space complexity of DAG. Obviously, exact tracking of w uv (T ) needs Θ(N ) storage bits. Considering scalability issue (in general, N ≫ n), we should further reduce the storage overhead while keeping the same calculation precision.
Let h(t) = of f i − on i if and only if t equals to of f i , otherwise, h(t) = 0, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 1: In a continuous interval [0, T ], the Eq. (4) is equivalent to the following Eq. (5) wuv (T ) = t≤T h(t)e −β(T −t) (5) Proof: Let us split the interval [0, T ] into two disjoined parts T 1 and T 2 , where
For any t ∈ T 2 , since t = of f i (note that of f i ∈ T 1 and
Theorem 1: At each time slot t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T , the value of w uv (T ) can be maintained easily using
Proof: From the Lemma 1, we have
From Theorem 1, each node only requires a single counter to exactly track the relationship between itself and any other node, which forms the row vector w u of matrix W . As such, when two nodes meet each other, they can update their own matrix W by swapping such row vectors. Note that to keep the latest row vector w u of matrix W , each node carries a list Recent T ime(n) as an indicator to record the last time when the corresponding w u (u = 1, 2, ..., n) was updated. Based on this indicator, they only need to swap the latest w u to each other together with the Recent T ime(n). After that, they update their own W and Recent T ime(n), respectively.
III. RELAYING ALGORITHM
In this section, we first present our forwarding scheme OFPC in Section III.A, and then discuss how to quantify the partial centrality metric and detect the overlapped community structure in Section III.B and Section III.C, respectively.
A. Opportunistic Forwarding with Partial Centrality
We here present the OFPC algorithm. OFPC combines the knowledge of node partial centrality and that of overlapped community structure to make informed forwarding decisions. There are two intuitions behind this algorithm. First, the same person plays different social roles relative to different groups. Hence, one component of OFPC is to forward messages to nodes with higher partial centrality metrics to the destination communities than the current relay. Second, people show different social behaviors in society. Some tend to form one clique in their social lives. Others like to join multiple cliques. What is more, few people prefer to stay at home. Therefor, the other component of OFPC is to make different forwarding decisions based on the various types of nodes. The two components together form the algorithm. For this algorithm, we classify nodes into three categories 1) strong nodes (nodes only belonging to one community), 2) bridging nodes (nodes belonging to multiple communities) and 3) noise nodes (nodes not belonging to any community). Please refer to Section III.C for more formal definitions.
We next describe the baseline implementation of OFPC. Take node u and node v as samples. Suppose node u meets node v, for any message m that u carries, if its destination m d is node v, node u delivers it to node v and removes it from u's message queue. Otherwise, if node v does not hold this message, node u makes different forwarding decisions based on the categories they belong to.
(1) Node v is a noise node: Node u does not forward the message m to node v.
(2) Node u is a noise node, but node v is a strong or bridging node: Node u forwards m to node v and deletes m from its buffer.
(3) Neither u nor v is a noise node: In this situation, if the message m has not been delivered to the community that the destination belongs to, it is forwarded to such nodes with higher partial centrality metrics (relative to the community partners of destination) than the current relay, until it reaches a node which shares a community with the destination node. Then the message is only forwarded to the community members with higher partial centrality metrics until the destination receives it or it expires. Furthermore, in order to further reduce cost, the original carriers can clear m from their buffer whenever m enters into the community 2 . Algorithm 1 outlines the above process, where φ denotes the null set, P C u is the partial centrality of node u, Com(u) denotes node u's set of community labels and (Com(u) ∧ Com(m d ) = φ) denotes two nodes u and m d belong to the same community, otherwise, they do not share one community.
Algorithm 1 OFPC, pseudo-code of node u 1: upon meeting up node v do 2: for any message m in u's queue do 3: if (m / ∈ v.queue) then 4: if (neither u nor v is a noise node) then 5 :
end if 8 :
m → v 10:
end if 11 :
end if 14: end if 15: end if 16 :
u.Remove(m)
18:
end if 19: end for
We next detail the evaluation of partial centrality and the detection of overlapped community structure in the following two sections, respectively.
B. Evaluating Partial Centrality
As aforementioned, we mainly focus on the partial centrality of a node relative to the community members. Traditional solutions for computing node centrality are not applicable, due to the unknown number of neighbors and vulnerable end-to-end path in opportunistic networks. To deal with this issue, we use the technology of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17] to evaluate the partial centrality metric, and correspondingly, to detect the overlapped community structure. Principal Component Analysis: Principal component analysis is a powerful tool to extract relevant information from a data set by filtering noise and redundant data. This relevant information reveals the hidden, simplified structures underlying the data set. We generalize the principle of PCA as follows.
Suppose that a node u has built the matrix W from its view of the DAG (please refer to Section II.B), and the matrix W has been centralized (i.e., subtract the corresponding mean from each of columns). Let C W = W T W/(n − 1) denote the covariance matrix of W. Let us further diagonalize the C W as
where Λ = diag(1, 2, ..., n) and P is a normalized orthogonal matrix. Let x i be the eigenvectors of C W and λ i the corresponding eigenvalues, and λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ...λ n . We can see from Fig.2 that the row vector α u (α u1 , α u2 , ..., α un ) denotes the distribution of node u in the n-dimensional spectral space, and the column vector x i (α 1i , α 2i , ..., α ni ) denotes the coordinates of all of the nodes in the ith dimension of the spectral space.
In addition, once we get the orthogonal matrix P , we generally select the top k-dimensional spectral space (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ) as the principal component of W , since the corresponding top k eigenvalues dominate the spectral graph features [21] . Algorithm 2 describes the above computation process and Table. I lists the main notations used in the paper. The noise components of W P k
The principal components of W P
The eigenvector decomposition of C W W k
The dimensionality reduction matrix of W C W k
The covariance matrix of
The ith eigenvalue of C W x i
The ith eigenvector of C W αu The distribution of node u in the n-dimensional spectral space α
1,k u
The signal distribution of αu α k+1,n u
The noise distribution of αu Algorithm 2 PCA 1: Input: an adjacency matrix W of DAG 2: Output: orthogonal matrix P and diagonalized matrix
where |α ui | denotes the absolute value of α ui , we have Lemma 2: For a given decayed aggregation graph G with k communities, the matrix P k is the projection matrix, the vector α + u presents the likelihood of node u's attachment to such k communities.
Proof: Let W k denote the dimensionality reduction matrix of W and the matrix C W k be the covariance matrix of W k . Based on the theory of PCA, C W k should been diagonalized as well, we have
On the other hand, from Eq. (7), we get
Replace Λ k with Eq. (8) and C W with W T W/(n − 1), respectively, we have
Multiply both sides by (n − 1) and use the substitution of P
Hence, we conclude that |α ui | is the projection length of node u in community i. Theorem 2 (Node u's partial centrality I ): Let P C i u denote the partial centrality of node u with respect to a community i, we have
Proof: From the Lemma 2, we know that the likelihood of node u's attachment to the community i equals to |α ui |, and from the spectral graph theory [21] , it has been shown that the eigenvalue λ i indicates the strength of community i in the graph G. Hence, we get P C i u = |α ui | λ i . Similarly, if node u belongs to multiple communities, we have the following T heorem 3.
Theorem 3 (Node u's partial centrality II ): Let P C u denote the partial centrality of node u and k u denote the number of communities including node u (k u ≤ k), we have
C. Detecting the Overlapped Community Structure
Cutting a graph into small clusters has been studied widely. We test the k-means, one of the most well-known clustering algorithms [22] , by extending it into an overlapped community structure. The advantage of the k-means algorithm compared to other methods such as CNM [23] and k-clique [24] is that it does not need to know the neighbor relationship between nodes, and only requires the adjacent matrix of a weighted graph such as the DAG, while the CNM and k-clique are more appropriate to a binary graph. In addition, based on the technology of PCA discussed above, we can confidently determine the number of communities, the initial elements for each community and the termination condition, three issues strongly affecting the performance of k-means. We next discuss how to detect the overlapped community structure based on the refined k-means. Determining k, the number of communities: PCA provides a roadmap to reduce a confusing data set to a lower dimension that retains the main features of the original data set. The rationale behind this is that the eigenvalues of a network, play a big role in many important graph features. It has been shown that the maximum degree, clique number, and even the randomness of a graph are all related to λ 1 . In general, we select the top k eigenvectors to denote the main structures of the graph, where the value of k satisfies
and the ratio R usually belongs to the interval [0.7, 0.9] [17] . In this paper, we set R = 0.85, we believe it is enough to characterize the main structures of a network (please refer to the Section IV.A).
Identifying the noise nodes: PCA divides a network into two different parts: 1) the principal components P k , and 2) the opposite P k+1 , where the P k+1 = (x k+1 , x k+2 , ..., x n ), as shown in Fig.2 . We call the latter noise components of the network. And accordingly, we divide the row vector α u by α 1,k u (α u1 , α u2 , ..., α uk ) and α k+1,n u (α u,k+1 , α u,k+2 , ..., α un ), the signal and noise of the node u. The following def inition 2 helps to identify whether a node is a noise node or not.
Definition 2 (Node u's signal−to−noise ratio SN R u ):
From the Theorem 2, we know that the node u's partial centrality relative to community i is |α ui | λ i , which is also the amplitude of node u's signal in the ith dimensional spectral space. Hence, the signal energy e u signal of node u can be presented as e u signal = i∈ [1,k] 
2 , and the noise strength e u noise equals to j∈[k+1,n] (λjαuj )
2 . Based on def inition 2, we propose the following definition.
Definition 3 (Noise Nodes):
The node u is a noise node if its SN R u satisfies SN Ru < 1. Determining the initial elements for each community: After we have ascertained the number of communities and excluded the noise nodes, the next step is to determine the initial centroid m i (i = 1, 2, ..., k) for each community. We select the node u, s.t. max |α ui | (u = 1, 2, ..., n) for each eigenvector x i , as the initial node of community i, and set m i = α u . Algorithm 3 describes this procedure.
Algorithm 3
The Initial Centroid 1: Input:
maxV alue = |α 1i |
5:
v ← 1 {Tracking who is the maximum} 6: for u=2 to n do 7: if |α ui | > maxV alue ∧ u is not a noise node then 8: maxV alue = |α ui |, v ← u 
Com(v) ← Com(v) ∪ {i} 13: end for Termination condition of k-means: Suppose all of the nonnoise nodes have been clustered, and the m i is updated by mi = u⊂C i αu /ni (14) where n i is the number of nodes only belonging to C i (i.e., node u is a strong node, see Def inition 4). k-means is characterized by minimizing the sum of squared errors,
It has been shown that the standard iterative method to kmeans suffers seriously from the local minima problem, because of the greedy nature of the update strategy. Fortunately, the T heorem 4 guarantees the PCA-based k-means is immune to this problem.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 3.2 of [25]):
Minimizing J is equivalent to maximizing trace(P T C W P ) (please refer to Eq. (19) of [25] ), and max trace(P T C W P ) = λ 1 + λ 2 + ... + λ k . In other words, the PCA-based k-means has reached the optimal performance once we cluster all of the non-noise nodes for the first time. Detecting the overlapped community structure: In this paper, we allow a non-noise node to join multiple communities, and classify them into the following two categories 1) strong nodes and 2) bridging nodes.
Definition 4 (Strong Nodes):
A node u is a strong node if it only belongs to one community.
Definition 5 (Bridging Nodes):
A node u is a bridging node if it joins two or multiple communities.
We now discuss how to online identify the strong nodes and bridging nodes based on the following steps.
(1) Clustering nodes: For any node u, we compute the distance between itself and the centroid m i , dist(α u , m i ), and select i, s.t. min dist(α u , m i ) (i = 1, 2, ...k) as the community node u belongs to, where, dist(αu, mi) = θ(u, i) = arccos αumi T αu 2 mi 2 and θ(u, i) denotes the angle between α u and m i . We label node u a strong node and update m i by Eq. (14) . For other θ(u, j) (j = i, j = 1, 2, ...k), we label node u a bridging node belonging to community j, if and only if the θ(u, j) ∈ [π/4−ϕ, π/4+ϕ] (please refer to T heorem 5), where ϕ is the overlapped coefficient. Algorithm 4 describes the clustering procedure.
(2) Adjusting the categories of nodes: After step (1) finishes, the explicit community structure has been detected together with the blurred labels of nodes. Because some of nodes with "strong" labels may share multiple communities, those with "bridging" only belong to one community, or even such are labelled with strong and bridging simultaneously. To this end, we need to re-classify each node. Let |Com(u)| denote the number of communities node u belongs to. Algorithm 5 presents the adjusting process. for i=1 to k do 3: Computing dist(α u , m i ) 
Com(u) ← Com(u) ∪ {i} 8: Updating m i 9:
// Identifying bridging nodes 10: for Other θ(u, j) (j = i, j = 1, 2, ...k) do 11: if θ(u, j) ∈ [π/4 − ϕ, π/4 + ϕ] then 12:
Com(u) ← Com(u) ∪ {j} 14: end if 15: end for 16 : end for Algorithm 5 Adjusting node's categories 1: for u=1 to n do 2: if |Com(u)| ≥ 2 ∧ u is a strong node then 3: u is a bridging node 4: end if 5: if |Com(u)| == 1 ∧ u is a bridging node then 6: u is a strong node 7: end if 8: end for Lemma 3: Strong nodes from k communities form k quasiorthogonal lines in the spectral space.
Proof: From Definition 4 and the clustering process mentioned above, we know that the centroid m i (m 1i , m 2i , ..., m ni ) can approximately present the line formed by strong nodes within the ith community (please refer to Eq. (14)). On the other hand, the virtual centroid vector m i should be close to eigenvector x i . This is mainly because Proof: From Lemma 3, bridging nodes are not significantly close to any of the lines. We believe that a "theoretic" bridging node should be located along the diagonal of a 2-dimensional space as shown in Fig.3 . That is, the angle between α u and C i should equal to π/4. We set the confidence interval [π/4 − ϕ, π/4 + ϕ] in this paper when considering the practical situations, and develop an overlapped coefficient ϕ to adaptively adjust the radian of interval.
IV. DATA-SETS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first analyze the overlapped community structures underlying the data-sets we used, and then compare the performance of OFPC with two state-of-the-art works: Bubble and Prophet [4] together with the Epidemic [31] and Direct Contact [3] algorithms as benchmarks. Bubble is a well-known social-based forwarding algorithm and Prophet is currently an IETF draft [30] . Results of Epidemic and Direct algorithms provide us the upper and lower bounds of important performance evaluation metrics: mean delivery delay, cost and packet delivery ratio.
A. Data-sets
We use the following three real data-sets gathered by [26] [27], referred to as North Carolina State Fair, NCSU, and KAIST. The characteristics of these data-sets such as intra/inter-contact distribution have been explored in several studies (e.g., [26] [27]) and applied into different scenarios [28] [29] . Interestingly, by analyzing these traces, we find that they cover a rich diversity of environments ranging from well connected scenario (Statefair) to quite sparse situation (NCSU). The general statistics of the three data-sets are summarized in Table II. Overlapped community structures underlying the datasets: Fig.4 illustrates the number of communities hidden behind the three scenarios at different moments. We observe that Statefair exhibits a more stable topology, compared to KAIST and NCSU. The variance of the number of communities is 0.8661 at Statefair, while those at KAIST and NCSU are 6.1905 and 3.5931, respectively, as shown in Tab.III, where the maximum, minimum and mean of the number of communities are presented as well. In addition, Tab.IV presents the average ratio of the noise, bridging and strong nodes of the three scenarios. We observe that NCSU shows a poorest connectivity and there exists 7 (⌊21.23% × 35⌋) noise nodes. At the same time, we notice that there indeed exist overlapped community structures underlying these data-sets, since there exist 6 (⌊7.45% × 92⌋) bridging nodes at KAIST, 3 (⌊11.02% × 35⌋) bridging nodes at NCSU, and 2 (⌊11.39% × 19⌋) bridging nodes at Statefair, respectively. 
B. Simulation Setup
We utilize the aforementioned three real data-sets to test the premise of forwarding scheme based on social structures. For each data-set, one randomly chosen source node sends a message to one randomly chosen destination node, and total 1000 messages are generated. The nodal transmission range is set to 250m, a typical value of WiFi, and the emulation results are the average over 50 runs for statistical confidence. In addition, we compare OFPC against the optimized versions of Bubble and Prophet. We use an offline method to compute the betweenness centrality of each node for Bubble (i.e., we first flood a large number of messages in the network, and count the number of times a node acts as a relay for other nodes on all the shortest paths [13] ), and take the default experimental parameters for Prophet [4] .
C. Performance Evaluation
Mean delivery delay (MDD): Fig.5 illustrates the performance of mean delivery delay within different message TTLs. It's obvious to see that OFPC expedites the dissemination speed of message. For example, it achieves up to a 70% improvement in MDD over Prophet and 40% over Bubble at Statefair (Fig.5.(a) ). The reason behind this is that OFPC exploits the partial centrality metric to make forwarding decisions, this novel metric provides us a fine-grained level of characterizing the relations between nodes, thus, it helps to choose the more qualified relays than the centrality-based scheme does. Cost: Fig.6 clarifies that OFPC has the best performance in term of cost as well. For example, at Statefair, OFPC helps considerably in reducing up to 2× and 3× overhead in Bubble and Prophet. Even at NCSU (Fig.6.(b) ), the very sparse scenario, OFPC still outperforms Bubble and Prophet. This is mainly because 1) the partial centrality metric helps to improve the delivery delay, and in turn to reduce the cost, and 2) we exclude the noise nodes from the relay candidates, as they are isolated and far away from the community members (please refer to Section III.A). Packet delivery ratio (PDR): Fig.7 presents the performance of packet delivery ratio. We can see that, in general, OFPC achieves a similar delivery ratio to Bubble, and both of them outperform the Prophet.
V. RELATED WORK
In the past, a lot of opportunistic forwarding algorithms have been proposed. we classify them into the following two categories based on the contexts they used. Physical contact based: A. Vahdat and D. Becker first proposed an epidemic forwarding style for partially connected ad hoc networks [31] . They tried to grasp each forwarding opportunity thus guaranteeing a high packet delivery ratio while consuming more system resources as well. This deficiency has motivated researchers to develop other forwarding mechanisms (e.g, [4] [7] [8] ). For most of them, the networking performance depends heavily on the contexts they utilized to identify "the best" relay node to destination. For example, A. Lindgren et al. [4] presented Prophet, a probabilistic routing protocol for opportunistic networks. They exploited past contact moments to predict the probability of future encounters. Similarly, J. Leguay et al. [7] proposed MobySpace, a high-dimensional Euclidean space constructed by the past contact locations. Apparently, this scheme reduces the overhead but increases the delivery delay. Social contact based: Noting that the aforementioned physical contact based scheme does not consider the social structures evolving from human activities. Whereas, with the recent popularization of personal hand-held mobile devices, human mobility gradually plays a critical role in networking performance, as human walks show a strong spatiotemporal correlation (e.g., clustering) [9] [10], instead of purely random motions. Considering this fact, researchers have recently focused on the influence of social structure on opportunistic communication. For instance, E. Daly, P. Hui and A. Mtibaa et al. [12] [13] [14] further exploited social structures such as centrality/similarity metric to make forwarding decisions. Messages will be forwarded to such nodes with relatively high centrality/similarity metrics to increase the probability of finding better relays to the final destination. For example, in SimBet [12] , each node evaluates its centrality and similarity metrics based on the ego network technology, and a message it carries is either forwarded to nodes having higher similarities with the destination node, or stays with the most central node. Similarly, in Bubble [13] , a message is relayed across nodes with increasing centrality metrics, until it enters into the range of the destination community. In addition, A. Mtibaa et al. proposed PeopleRank [14] , which exploited PageRank [16] algorithm to evaluate node centrality, and a message is only forwarded to such nodes with higher centralities than the current carriers.
Obviously, the main difference between our work and the state-of-the-art works is that we explore the impact of partial centrality metric on performance of opportunistic routing. We believe that this novel metric helps to make informed forwarding decisions.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose OFPC, a partial centrality metric based forwarding algorithm, to improve the performance of opportunistic routing. We first formulate the strength of relationship between nodes as a Decayed Sum Problem, and use a Decayed Aggregation Graph to model the opportunistic network. We then present an online method to evaluate node partial centrality by exploiting the theory of principal component analysis. Third, we detect the overlapped community structure combining the technology from PCA and kmeans algorithm. We finally validate the effectiveness of our method by trace-driven simulation. One significant topic for future work is to extend the partial centrality metric to other important applications such as recommendation system and worm containment in online social networks. 
